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PAUL HASTINGS ADDS VALUE TO CLIENTS THROUGH CLIENTLINK 

Los Angeles, California – March 23, 2017 – Leading international law firm Paul Hastings LLP is 
now using ClientLink, an online CLE platform, to make valuable CLE and training content available 
to its clients.  Under a license from New Media Legal Publishing, Inc. (“NMLP”), all of the firm’s 
clients have unlimited access to these programs on demand at no charge. 

Paul Hastings is using the ClientLink website to share with clients its own CLE and training content 
on topics presented by its attorneys and invited guest speakers, as well as CLE programs produced 
by NMLP.  Currently, Paul Hasting’s clients can view presentations on securities litigation, dealing 
with whistleblowers in the workplace and negotiation ethics for lawyers, among many others. 

“With ClientLink, Paul Hastings can make valuable CLE content available to their clients in a secure, 
easy to use, online environment,” said Holly Dormeyer, General Manager of NMLP. 

In addition to offering value at no additional cost to their clients, ClientLink gives Paul Hastings’ 
clients the capability to watch the CLE programs from the comfort of their homes or offices in an 
online environment that is branded exclusively to the Firm.  Users can access the videos whenever 
they have time, and wherever they are, including on video-enabled mobile devices. 

ABOUT NEW MEDIAL LEGAL PUBLISHING, INC. 

New Media Legal Publishing, Inc. is a legal publishing company based in Los Angeles, California, 
that develops, produces, markets and distributes innovative legal education content for law firms 
and companies.  For more information about New Media Legal Publishing and its products, please 
visit www.newmedialegal.com. 

ABOUT PAUL HASTINGS LLP 

With more than 900 attorneys in 21 offices worldwide, Paul Hastings is one of the world’s most 
successful law firms.  For more information, please visit: www.paulhastings.com.  
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